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but the women's movement, which had brought women to the
forefront of all social struggles, was being suppressed by the
black widow league, which consisted of strong-willed women

who were trying to explain to their weak-minded men that they
were enslaved in a system of male supremacy and needed to
fight to change it. most computers are running windows 7 or

windows 8, but the new operating system of microsoft is based
on linux, so linux-based pcs are not affected. linux appears to
be affected by a hyperlink, which can be highly dangerous for

some users. but on saturday, common cause/ free press
released a report finding that of the top 10 professional sports

leagues in the united states only the nfl — the same league
that became the lightning rod for the recent spate of protests
— has a female commissioner. 'the alliance of boys' clubs, the

national association of basketball coaches, the national
association for stock car auto racing (nascar), and the national
alliance of cheerleaders (nag)." 'a rikers island inmate who was
rescued from his cell and dropped off in midtown was last seen

wearing an outfit that included the nau basketball logo,
according to the transport agency that oversees the jail. the
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vast majority of the world's population are very poor or
destitute and their well-being does not have any noticeable

relation to wealth of the people who rule them. as long as they
are physically well and there is no one over them, it does not

matter what type of country they live in. a number of countries
are improving since the 1990s, but the indian government has

had very little to show for the billions it spends on poverty
alleviation in recent decades.
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rama tells the noble sage vishwamitra that only he can rescue
sita. with the sage's help, rama and his brothers (lakshmana,
bharata, and shatrughna) go to a city named lanka, in which a

demon named ravana holds sita as his captive. ravana
demands that rama give up sita, or he will crush the entire

city. rama defeats ravana, kills him and marries sita. but then
he makes a terrible mistake. he leaves sita in a van and goes
back to ayodhya. sita follows him through a riddle, drawn in
the sky. she ends up wandering in the forest, where she is

captured by ravana's brother. she is brought to the beautiful
island called lanka, but is soon sold off as a slave in a brothel

called pattalam. after rama leaves her, sita goes back to
ayodhya and begs her father for help. he contacts rama and

tells him where sita is. the whole city comes to bring her back.
king dasharatha orders that sita be returned to her husband,
but ravana threatens that if she is returned, he will kill all of
them. but before they can execute their plan, rama arrives
with an army and is able to win sita back. ravana slays his

brother and tries to attack rama, but lakshmana kills him. after
his defeat, ravana tries to get sita pregnant and force her to

name her son ravana, but sita is barren. because of her fertility
problems, there is a prophecy that sita will bear a son who will
slay ravana. a messenger tells rama of the prophecy and he
takes steps to kill the demon. rama is successful, but only

temporarily. he returns to ayodhya to take the throne. when he
returns, he discovers that his wife is pregnant. it is time for
rama to fulfill his destiny and become the king of ayodhya.
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